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WaveCapture software

Live-Capture Pro; Everything you need at FOH

Live-Capture Lite; Discontinued 2017

RT-Capture;       SPL/LEQ logging

Room-Capture;   Everything you need for tuning 
a room and document it!

Tuning-Capture;  Entrance level system tuning



WaveCapture software con’t

News 2016:
FIR-Capture;       Makes Linear & Mixed phase 

filters & brickwall crossovers
RT-Capture 3 SPL logging and octave 

LEQ
2017:
Tuning-Capture Plus;  Tuning- plus Transfer Func

4 Channels
QC-check Quality check module for FIR-Cap

Live-Capture v2 Chirp in Transfer Func & more



WaveCapture software features

üRoom-mode detection
üPEQ optimizer
üDelay finder
üAnechoic windowing
üFilter emulation
üLoudspeaker processor integration
üAcoustic quantities (Room-Capture)



Benefits of impulse response measurements

Historically acoustical measurement was made with impulse
Balloon or gun or clap:

A single Impulse has low energy if passed through a loudspeaker system
due to excursion limits. 
Therefore gives a single impulse low SNR.



Benefits of impulse response measurements

Impulse is a amplitude vs. time graph
By applying Fourier Transform, a amplitude vs. frequency graph can 

be calculated:



Benefits of impulse response measurements

All 3 Dimensions can be displayed in Waterfall or Wavelets graph:



Benefits of impulse response measurements

Impulse response is a central issue in acoustic measurement.
Determine many parameters such as reverberation time, clarity, 

speech intelligibility, etc.
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To measure on Diffusors
AES-4id-2001 and ISO standard  (Peter D’Antonio, Trevor Cox)

Large space is 
required and 
reflection free.



To measure on Diffusors
Diffusion coef. and Absorption coef.

Calculation of diff 
coeff based on 
sound pressure at 
every 5th degrees 
in the polar plot



To measure on Diffusors
Diffusion coef. and Absorption coef. Vicoustic

VicousticVicoustic



To measure on Diffusors
Polar and directivity plot (Iso-bar)

VicousticVicoustic

Direct impulse from source must 
be windowed out

Backscattered sounds selected 
in the Cepstrum time domain
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in the Cepstrum time domain



Polar and directivity plot (Iso-bar)

VicousticVicoustic

Polar plot of a HF waveguide in vertical plane



Polar and directivity plot (Iso-bar)

VicousticVicoustic

Iso-bar plot of a HF waveguide in vertical plane



Polar and directivity plot (Iso-bar)

VicousticVicoustic

Iso-bar plot of a 2D diffusor (note the diff criteria of five lobes).



Polar and directivity plot (Iso-bar)

VicousticVicoustic

Polar plot of a 2D Diffusor



Polar plot problem

ic

Diffusors doesn’t evolve a diffusion field 
until a couple of wavelengths in front of 
Surface. (Compare with wavefront from
a line-array.
This avoided by measurement on a fixed line.

Problems with space and levels at high angels.



Impulse response analysis of diffusors

VicousticVicoustic

Wavelet’s scalogram



How to read a Wavelet plot

VicousticVicoustic

Gaussian windows require two periods to determine the magnitude due to the flat bell. This is 
shown in the picture as the sine waves at 200Hz and 1kHz. 

The vertical line represents the ridge of the scalogram (highest amplitude). Here is the energy 
focused in time and represents the same value in time as the group-delay.



Impulse response analysis of diffusors

VicousticVicoustic

Wavelets animated over the polar angels



Impulse response analysis of diffusors

VicousticVicoustic

Wavelets with the direct sound reduced by 
Multi Time windowing



Impulse response analysis of diffusors
Cepstrum octave filtered



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Octave filtered Cepstrum

CB octave filtered Cepstrum @ 250 Hz

QR octave filtered Cepstrum @ 250 Hz



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Octave filtered Cepstrum

CB octave filtered Cepstrum @ 500 Hz

QR octave filtered Cepstrum @ 500 Hz



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Octave filtered Cepstrum

CB octave filtered Cepstrum @ 1000 Hz

QR octave filtered Cepstrum @ 1000 Hz



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Octave filtered Cepstrum

CB octave filtered Cepstrum @ 2000 Hz

QR octave filtered Cepstrum @ 2000 Hz



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Wavelet’s scalogram Björklunk



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Wavelet’s scalogram QR



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

Björklund Wavelet’s scalogram with no source



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

QR Wavelet’s scalogram with no source



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

CB directivity plot @ 15ms time window



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

QR directivity plot @ 15ms time window



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

CB directivity plot with the direct sound 
reduced by Multi Time windowing



Head to head between a Quadratic Residue (QR) and 
Classe’s Björklund (CB)

QR directivity plot with the direct sound 
reduced by Multi Time windowing



Design of a Quadratic Residue Diffusor

The same advantage as
a Fresnel lens



Design of a Quadratic Residue Diffusor

ü The width of each segnment in a QR determines the fmax. fmax = 
340 / (2*W), Half wavelength of max freq.

ü The number of segment (and the total width) is N = 2m * fmax / 
fmin. 

ü The number of lobes will be 2m + 1. If m = 2 the number of lobes 
will be 5. 

ü Five lobes is required to define a diffusor.
ü N set to next prime number. This is a requirement for a 

symmetrical diffusor and no canelation on-axis.
ü The relative dept of each segment is calculated as n^2 in a QRD. 

The values are shopped off with modulo N.
ü The physical dept for each segment is d = Sn * c /(2 * N * fmin). 

The max dept will be half the wavelength of the fmin.



Conclusions of measurement methods for diffusors

ü One position measurement and Wavelets analysis
ü Octave filtered Cepstrum in one or positions
ü Directivity measurements with 10 deg resolution (19 positions)
ü Polar plot measurements with 5 deg resolution (37 pos) for 

calculation of diffusion coefficients in third octaves
ü THANK YOU!



Room Modes

fh = C / (2 * H) ;  C= 344m/s;  Fundamental for the height

Freq for rectangular rooms



Room Modes

fh = C / (2 * H) ;  C= 344m/s;  Fundamental for the height

Freq for rectangular rooms

”n” is the ennumeration of the harmonics for each half wave-lenght



Reverberation time at low frequencies

ü Reverberation time use to rise at low frequencies (<200 Hz). 
ü But in small room compared to the wavelength there are no reflections!
ü In my opinion the rise is due to room resonances and shall be treated as such.
ü Not all acousticians agrees…



ü Use your ears!
ü THANK YOU!

Conclusions 


